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Abstract—A Cyber-Physical System-of-Systems (CPSoS) has
innate uncertainties from operation in the physical environment
and interaction among the constituent systems. These uncertain-
ties make a CPSoS more susceptible to the oracle problem, a
challenge in determining the correct behavior when testing the
system. Metamorphic testing (MT) suggests a solution to ad-
dressing this challenge by utilizing metamorphic relations (MRs),
relations among multiple inputs and corresponding outputs of the
system. However, when applying MT on a CPSoS, generating
MRs is difficult due to the continuous operation of a CPSoS in
uncertain environment. In this study, we propose a method to
automatically generate MRs from field operational test (FOT)
data logs of a CPSoS. We define an MR template to capture
the CPSoS behaviors. We then apply genetic algorithm to adapt
the MR generated by the engineers, and thus improve the
testing effectiveness. Our method is validated in a case study
of an autonomous robot vehicle. Our results show that the
automatically generated MRs capture the behaviors of a CPSoS
more realistically than the manually generated MRs. With our
method, engineers can obtain CPSoS MRs with minimal manual
effort.

Index Terms—metamorphic testing, metamorphic relations,
cyber-physical system-of-systems, genetic algorithm

I. INTRODUCTION

Cyber-physical system-of-systems (CPSoS) is an intercon-

nected system of cyber-physical systems (CPSs) that compute

and communicate in physical elements [1]–[3]. A CPSoS,

therefore, has innate uncertainties from continuous operation

in physical environment [4]. In addition, a CPSoS embodies

emergent behaviors of a system-of-systems (SoS) from inter-

acting constituent systems [5], [6]. These uncertainties and

emergent behaviors not only hinder CPSoS goal achievements,

but also restrict the testing process to improve the perfor-

mance. In particular, a CPSoS is more susceptible to the oracle

problem, a challenge in determining the correct behavior when

testing the system [7], [8].

Metamorphic testing (MT) [9]–[13] suggests a solution to

resolving this challenge by utilizing metamorphic relations

(MRs), relations among multiple inputs and corresponding

outputs of the system. Rather than specifying the test oracle

for individual test inputs to verify the system-under-test (SUT),

MT reveals faults in the system by checking for violations of

MRs. Although MT alleviates the oracle problem, defining

MRs to substitute the test oracles still requires domain knowl-

edge and manual efforts. Several studies have applied MT on

SoS and CPS to alleviate the oracle problem and subsequent

challenges, such as defining MRs [14]–[17]. However, MR

generation for MT on CPSoS, which encompass both SoS and

CPS, has not been considered to the best of our knowledge.

In addition, a CPSoS has continuous interactions with the

environment, and thus generation of MRs should also consider

the continuous data.

In this paper, we propose a search-based method to generate

MRs from the initial MR and field experiment data. MR is

specified in a data-driven format to leverage the field experi-

ment data uncovering the uncertain behaviors and continuous

operation of the CPSoS. Then, using engineers’ basic under-

standing of the CPSoS, initial MR is specified. The manually

generated MR is then used to automatically search for MRs

using a genetic algorithm (GA). By utilizing the initial MR

and GA, we limit the search space and cost of generating

meaningful MRs. Finally, we evaluated our approach on a

case study of a modeled autonomous vehicle [18]. The results

show that the proposed approach is able to generate numerous

relevant MRs. Further analysis reveals that the generated MRs

better capture the real system properties, exposed by the

frequency of cases that hold the MR. In summary, the main

contributions of our approach are as follows:

• We propose a novel framework for MT on CPSoS.

• We propose a data-driven template of MR of a CPSoS.

• We provide a search method to generate MRs from field

experiment data and initial MR.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-

tion II, background information on MR generation approaches

and GA is introduced. In Section III, the overall approach and

the modules comprising the proposed method are introduced,

which are applied and assessed in a case study in Section IV.

Section V discusses an additional use case of our method and

future work of our study. In Section VI, threats to validity in

this study are addressed. Section VII scrutinizes related work.

Finally, Section VIII concludes the paper.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of MT on Traditional System and CPSoS

II. BACKGROUND

Metamorphic testing on traditional software systems vs
CPSoS. Since the inception of MT [9], MT has been applied

in various fields, such as software testing to reveal faults [19],

quality assessment [20], and performance testing [21]. In such

cases, the traditional systems utilized discrete test cases with

source input and its corresponding output. Then, transforma-

tion on the source input generates follow-up inputs, which

are used to execute the SUT to obtain follow-up outputs. The

necessary properties across these source and follow-up test

cases are used to define MRs. Violation of MRs reveals faults

in SUT.

Unlike traditional systems, which has discrete test cases,

CPSoS has continuous data. In this study, the loop of observa-

tion and actuation of CPSoS is considered the inputs and out-

puts of CPSoS, and thus continuous test cases. Comparison of

applying MT on traditional software systems and on CPSoS is

shown in Fig. 1. Based on the observation of the environment

(input), the CPSoS reacts accordingly (output). On the other

hand, the CPSoS action (input) may affect its observation of

the environment (output). This continuous interaction between

the CPSoS and its environment calls for consideration of

temporal dependency of observation and actuation values at

various points in time.

To apply MT, MR identification is a crucial, yet chal-

lenging step. Because MR identification often requires do-

main knowledge and manual effort, it is also considered the

most expensive step in MT. To alleviate the manual burden,

various studies [22], [23] have proposed MR identification

approaches. In [13], MR identification is categorized into two

approaches: 1) input driven and 2) output driven. Input-driven

MR identification proposes changes to the inputs, and thus the

expected output. Based on these changes, MRs are identified

by pondering how the changes to the source test cases would

generate the follow-up test cases. On the other hand, output-

driven approach discovers the relations among the outputs and

proposes changes to the inputs that result in the discovered

output relations. The proposed approach in this paper can be

categorized into output-driven approach as the field experiment

data is used as a source of MR identification.

Genetic algorithm. GA is a meta-heuristic search method

inspired by evolutionary biology. This evolutionary algorithm

uses evolutionary pressure, defined by a fitness function,

to search for solutions in a large search space. A solution

is defined by its representation, which captures the genetic

materials. A population of solution candidates, or individu-

als, is evolved through generations through exploitation and

exploration, using genetic operators. Exploitation retains the

genetic materials of “fitter individuals.” Exploration introduces

diversity to the population. In this paper, GA is used to

generate MRs by navigating the search space defined by the

field experiment data.

Field operational test. Analysis of uncertainty in CPSoS

is necessary to better comprehend and test the system op-

eration [24]–[26]. One of the analysis methods is a field

operational test (FOT) [27], which allows an empirical analysis

from the system execution in a real environment. The field test

result captures the real system behaviors and environmental

conditions, and thus reflects the uncertain nature of the CPSoS

operation. Therefore, in this study, FOT logs are utilized to

capture uncertainties and reflect the environment of real system

operation into the testing boundary.
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Fig. 2. Generation of Metamorphic Relations

III. APPROACH

The overall approach of automatic generation of meta-

morphic relations is demonstrated in Fig. 2. The engineers

can write the initial MR based on their understanding and

knowledge of the CPSoS. They can obtain the field experiment

data by executing the CPSoS. First, the initial seed popula-

tion is generated by using the proposed MR template as a

representation of an MR and modifying the manually written

initial MR. Then, the fitness function is used to evaluate the

population against the field experiment data and select parents

to evolve. To update the population, selected parents generate

children using the genetic operators. The generation, evalu-

ation, and selection of the offspring population is repeated

until the stopping criteria is met, where the generated MRs

are finally delivered. The engineers review the generated MRs

to determine the relevance of the properties discovered.

The MR representation and the detailed steps of generat-

ing the seed population from the formally specified initial

MR are described Section III-A. Section III-B presents the

genetic operators to update the population of MRs. Lastly,

the fitness function to evaluate the population is described in

Section III-C.

A. Representation of Metamorphic Relations to Generate Seed
Population

With domain knowledge and system understanding, engi-

neers can write the initial MR. The manually written MRs

reflect the engineer’s preconceived notion of the necessary

properties of the CPSoS, the environment, and their interac-

tions. By formally defining the representation of MRs, they

can be expressed in a standardized way, allowing systematic

analysis against the CPSoS. An MR and its constituting

components are defined in Definition 3.1. An MR is defined

as a causal relationship between two propositions. Such cause-

and-effect relationship illustrates the continuous operation of

a CPSoS.

Definition 3.1 (Metamorphic relations):

index i, j ∈ Z

time t ∈ Z

Variable of index i at time t vti ∈ V

Constant of index j cj ∈ V

Value v ∈ V

Proposition p ::= (v < v)

| (v ≤ v)

| (v > v)

| (v ≥ v)

| (v == v)

| (v �= v)

| p ∪ p

| p ∩ p

| !(p)

Metamorphic Relations mr ::= (p, p)

Variables, vti , embody time-series data, such as the sensor

readings obtained from monitoring the environment. Conse-

quently, the relative time tick, t, is used to compare the

change in value between two points in time. The index, i,
identifies which data is being called from the collected data.

Constants, cj , are invariant values used in the system, such as

the threshold values. Since the system may contain numerous

constants, index j is used to identify which one is being called.

Unlike the variables, a constant value is timeless. Therefore,

the time component is not included in the definition of a

constant. A value, v, is an element from a set of variables

and constants defined in the system. Therefore, the variables,

constants, and values are in the value domain V.

A proposition, p, is defined as a relationship between the

values or the propositions. The relationship between the values
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Fig. 3. Example Modification of initial MR to Generate Seed Population

is restricted to the following operators: <, ≤, >, ≥, ==, and

�=. A proposition consisting of two values and a relationship

operator is defined as a unit proposition. A proposition con-

sisting of propositions is defined as a composite proposition.

The relationship between the propositions is restricted to the

negation (!), AND (∪), and OR (∩). An MR, mr, is defined as

two propositions separated by a comma (,), which indicates a

causal relationship between the two propositions, such as “if”

and “then” statements. For example, an initial MR may be

defined as mr = (v00 < c0, v
1
1 == c2) in the formal notation,

which indicates that if variable 0 at time 0 is less than constant

0, then variable 1 at the next time tick is equal to constant 2.

The values referenced in an MR are specified in the data.

Using the proposed MR representation, engineers can ex-

press their knowledge on the necessary properties of the

CPSoS operation as initial MR. The seed population of MRs

is generated by slightly modifying the initial MR. The mod-

ifications are categorized as 1) operator modification and 2)

value modification as shown in Fig. 3. The value modifica-

tion is further categorized into index modification and time

modification.

The operator modification refers to modifying the operators

of the proposition p. The unit propositions can be modified by

changing the unit proposition operators. For example, propo-

sition (v < v) can be modified to (v ≤ v), (v > v), (v ≥ v),
(v == v), or (v �= v). The composite propositions can be

modified by changing the composite proposition operators. For

example, a proposition p∩p can be modified to p∪p or !(p∩p).
The value modification refers to changing the values, v, and

can be classified into the modification of the value index and

the modification of the time. In a unit proposition, the value

v can either be a variable vti or a constant cj . Consequently, a

variable can be modified by changing either the index or time.

On the other hand, a constant can be modified by changing

its index since a constant is a timeless value.

The expected number of initial seed population can be

calculated by Equation (1).

Seed Pop Size = (# of Op. Mod.− 1) ∗ 2 +

(Time Range− 1) ∗ Vnum +

(V ariable Range− 1) ∗ Vnum +

(Constant Range− 1) ∗ Cnum

(1)

Vnum and Cnum are the number of variables and constants

specified in the initial MR. The time range is the total number

of ticks available in the data. It is multiplied by the number

of variables as the constants do not have a time component.

The sum of the number of MRs generated from the variable

range and constant range is the number of MRs for “Value

Modification: Index”, whereas the number of MRs from the

time range is “Value Modification: Time.”

B. Genetic Operators for Updating Metamorphic Relations

The step to update the population aims to exploit and

explore the search space of metamorphic relations using

crossover and mutation, respectively. A metamorphic relation

is a causal relationship of two propositions, consisting of

values and their relationship as defined above. Consequently,

we designed the genetic operators to update the population of

metamorphic relations, taking their hierarchy into account.

The crossover operator exploits the searched space by

swapping the genetic materials between two survived parent

to populate two offspring. For the exchange, the operator can

either 1) swap at the proposition-level or 2) at the value-

operator level. Proposition-level crossover has two options, an

option to switch the “if” proposition or the “then” proposition.

On the other hand, the value-operator-level crossover can

exchange at the component-level of a proposition by swapping

either the values or the operator. The level at which the

crossover occurs and the occurrence of the crossover are

decided by the probabilities the engineer specify.

The mutation operator explores the search space of meta-

morphic relations by introducing (potentially) new genetic

materials using random generation. Similar to the crossover

operator, the mutation can occur at 1) the proposition-level

or 2) the value-operator level. Proposition-level mutation gen-

erates an entirely new proposition and replaces the existing

proposition in a metamorphic relation. Value-operator-level

mutation creates a new value or operator to replace the

corresponding component inside a proposition. Engineers can

specify the probabilities of the level at which the mutation

occurs and the occurrence of the mutation.

C. Evaluating Metamorphic Relations Using Fitness Function

The population of MRs is evaluated against the field exper-

iment data, which provides objective information on how the

MRs hold in real operation. The result of evaluation guides

the search for MRs that are more prominent by selecting the

next generation that achieves better fitness, according to the

fitness function as shown in Equation (2).

score =
tp

tp+ tn
∗ Pentime ∗ Pencohesion (2)
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Here, tp or true-positive is defined as the number of

cases where both the first and second propositions are true,

indicating that the MR is satisfied. On the other hand, tn
or true-negative is defined as the number of cases where the

first proposition is true, but the second proposition is false,

implying the cases where the property of MR-of-interest was

not held. The ratio, tp
tp+tn , is a quantitative measure of MR

property satisfaction. The ratio that is closer to a 100% implies

the generated MR is more observed, and thus relevant to the

real operation. The false positive, fp, and false negative, fn,

are the number of cases where the first proposition is false.

Since we are interested in the cases where the first proposition

is true, thus satisfying the “if” property, the fp and fn cases

are not considered in the score.

To further guide the search for meaningful MRs, time and

cohesion penalties are introduced. Time penalty, Pentime,

penalizes MRs that exceed a threshold time range, since the

causal relationship found may be uncorroborated due to the

significant time gap. Equation (3) shows how Pentime is

computed:

Pentime =

{
1− pt, if time greater than max threshold

1, otherwise,
(3)

where pt is a time penalty coefficient, which is a value between

0 and 1.

Cohesion penalty, Pencohesion, penalizes MRs that contain

proposition(s) with different value types. Since a proposition

is a relationship between the values or the propositions, the

comparison of different value types is meaningless. Propo-

sitions containing different value types are thus penalized.

Equation (4) shows how Pencohesion is computed:

Pencohesion =

{
1− (pch ∗ i), if different value types

1, otherwise,
(4)

where pch is a cohesion penalty step size, which is a value

between 0 and 1. i is the number of search iterations, which

is multiplied to pch to retain diversity in the population by

preserving different value types early on in the search process.

Once the MRs are generated, their scores are compared to

the score of the initial MR. MRs that yield equal or higher

scores than the initial MR are further evaluated by the domain

experts to reveal meaningful properties of the CPSoS that

account for uncertainties.

IV. EVALUATION

To evaluate the proposed approach, we implemented the

proposed approach, which can be found in our repository 1.

Research questions and experiment setup are described in

the following sections. The results from the experiment are

analyzed.

1https://github.com/est-cho/MRGenerator

Fig. 4. Case Study: Modeled Autonomous Robot Vehicle

A. Research Questions

We designed the experiment with aims to answer the three

research questions:

RQ1 What is the cost of generating MR?

RQ2 Is the proposed approach effective at generating MRs?

RQ3 How do generated MRs compare with other methods?

The cost of generating MR (RQ1) is assessed by the ratio

of meaningful MRs from a list of MRs. The effectiveness

of generating MRs (RQ2) analyzes the number of cases the

metamorphic relations hold, such as the tp and tn numbers.

RQ3 evaluates how the proposed approach perform compare

to other methods, such as the baseline of manual generation

of metamorphic relations.

B. Case Study Subject: Autonomous Robot Vehicle

We implement an autonomous robot vehicle equipped with

both a lane-keeping assistant (LKA) system and an adaptive

cruise control (ACC) system, as shown in Fig. 4, extending

an open experimental environment [18], [28], to answer the

research questions. We run the ego vehicle on a three-meter

lane with an external robot vehicle in front of the ego vehicle

driving at a constant speed as shown in Fig. 5. The ego

vehicle’s two autonomous driving assistance systems operate

simultaneously and automatically. The LKA system observes

how much the vehicle deviated from the lane center using

a color sensor facing the lane and computes the steering

wheel angle to keep the vehicle following the lane center. The

ACC system observes the distance to the front vehicle and

calculates the driving speed to keep a safe distance. During the

operation, two systems record the environmental observation

from the sensors (i.e., the color and distance sensor values)

and the actuation values (i.e., the steering wheel angle and

driving speed) at 20 Hz. For collecting an FOT log, the two

vehicles were one meter apart at the beginning, and the driving

trace log was recorded until they arrived at the end of the

experimental lane. We collect 50 FOT logs to evaluate our

approach. Example of the obtained FOT log is shown in Fig. 6.

C. Initial MR Generation

Initial MR is written by the engineers with their knowledge

on the CPSoS and its environment. For this experiment, four
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TABLE I
INITIAL METAMORPHIC RELATIONS

Initial MR Description Value Types

MR1 (v00 > c0, v10 < c0)
If the color value is greater than the color goal,
then the color value will be less than the color goal after 1 tick.

vt0: Color, c0: Color goal

MR2 (v02 > c1, v12 < v02)
If the distance value is greater than the distance goal,
then the distance value will decrease after 1 tick.

vt2: Distance, c1: Distance goal

MR3 (v00 > c0, v11 < v01)
If the color value is greater than the color goal,
then the angle after 1 tick will decrease after 1 tick.

vt0: Color, vt1: Angle

MR4 (v02 < v12 , v
0
3 < v13)

If the distance value increased after 1 tick,
then the speed will increase after 1 tick.

vt2: Distance, vt3: Speed

Fig. 5. Case Study: Physical Implementation of Autonomous Robot Vehicle

Fig. 6. Field Experiment Data of a Single FOT Log

initial MRs were manually written as shown in Table I. These

MRs demonstrate the relationships of both the observation

values, such as the color and distance, as well as the actuation

values, such as the angle and speed. Since these values are

time-series values, time relationship between the variables is

specified. In addition, the color goal is set to 33% and the

distance goal set to 200 mm to be utilized in our experiment

as the constant values.

Initial MRs 1 and 3 aim to assess the LKA system by

observing the color (observation) and angle (actuation) values.

The goal of the LKA system is to guide the autonomous

vehicle to follow the lane center, and thus when the color

value is greater than the color goal, the system is expected

TABLE II
EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS

Parameter Value

Genetic Algorithm

Population Size 100
Crossover Rate 0.6
Crossover Proposition Rate 1.0
Mutation Rate 0.2
Mutation Proposition Rate 1.0
Budget 10

Fitness Function Maximum Time Difference 30
Time Penalty Coefficient 0.1

to correct its angle to converge to the color goal. Initial MR1

describes the relationship of the color observation at time 0

and time 1. At time 1, the color observation is expected to

observe the effect of the correct system reaction to observing

the color value greater than the color goal at time 0. Initial

MR3 describes the relationship of the color observation at time

0 and the angle value at time 1. To correct the autonomous

vehicle to follow the lane center, when the color value at time

0 is greater than the color goal, the angle value at time 1 is

expected to decrease compared to the angle value at time 0.

Based on the understanding of the LKA system and its goal,

initial MRs 1 and 3 were written.

Initial MRs 2 and 4 aim to assess the ACC system by

observing the distance (observation) and speed (actuation)

values. The goal of the ACC system is to maximize driving

speed while keeping a safe distance to the front vehicle.

Consequently, when the distance value is greater than the

distance goal at time 0 (MR2), the distance observation at the

next time tick (time 1) is expected to decrease as the system

should have increased its speed in attempt to converge to the

distance goal. Initial MR4 aims to assess a situation when

the system observed an increase in the distance value from

time 0 to time 1. Such increase in the distance value indicates

that the system can output higher speed while maintaining a

safe distance to the front vehicle. Subsequently, the system is

expected to output higher speed at time 1 than the previous

speed at time 0. The experiment was performed for each initial

MR, which was used to generate the initial seed population.

D. Experiment Parameters

The proposed approach utilizes genetic algorithm to evolve

MRs. The genetic operators are applied according to certain

probabilities, such as the crossover rate and mutation rate.

Additionally, the proposed approach supports the hierarchy
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of MR. Consequently, genetic operation may occur at both

the proposition level and value-operator level of MRs. The

experimental parameters are shown in Table II, which were

selected based on preliminary experiments.

The population size of 100 configures the total number

of generated MRs at each iteration of the search. The total

number of the search iterations is specified by the budget,

which is also the stopping criteria. The budget specified in

this experiment is 10, and thus once the search was executed

10 times, 100 MRs and their relevant information, such as the

total number of tp, tn cases, and scores are saved.

Because the initial seed population is generated by mod-

ifying small parts of every element in the initial MR, the

crossover rate is set to 0.6 or 60% probability, while the

mutation rate is set to 0.2 or 20% probability. The crossover

rate is the rate which the genetic materials of the survived

individuals are exchanged. The mutation rate is the rate at

which new genetic material is introduced to the population.

By setting the genetic operator rates as such, the genotype of

the initial MR is retained at a high rate, while still exploring

the search space.

The crossover proposition rate (CPR) and the mutation

proposition rate (MPR) configure at which level each genetic

operation occurs. Due to the small budget, applying the genetic

operators at low-level components have a high chance of

introducing cohesion penalty. Therefore, CPR and MPR are

set to 1.0 or 100% probability, indicating all genetic operation

in this experiment occurs at the proposition level.

Time and cohesion penalties are included in the fitness

function to guide the search for meaningful MRs. Because

the two systems of the autonomous robot vehicle recorded

their observation and actuation values at 20Hz, each time tick

is about 50ms. The maximum time difference allowed is set

to 30 ticks, which is equivalent to 1.5s. This time difference

is approximately one-sixth of the entire operation, which is

around 200 ticks or 10s. The time penalty coefficient is 0.1.

To warrant minimal number of MRs survived in the finally

generated MRs that are penalized by cohesion penalty, the

cohesion penalty step size pch is simply set to 1
budget .

E. Results

Generated MRs were evaluated according to the RQs de-

fined above. Table III shows the results for RQs 1 and 2.

RQ1 assesses the cost of generating MRs, which is evaluated

by the ratio of meaningful MRs from a list of MRs. The

meaningfulness of MRs are determined by their scores, as they

imply the ratio that satisfies the cause-and-effect property. The

results show that the proposed approach generated 62 MRs

with improved scores on average. This allows the engineers

to obtain 62 realistic MRs when specifying a single MR, and

thus reducing the significant manual effort required by the

engineers in defining and evaluating MRs.

RQ 2 aims to look at the effectiveness of generating MRs,

which is analyzed by the sum of tp cases in the FOT logs. The

increase in tp cases indicates that the CPSoS satisfies the MR

more frequently. On average, 61 MRs were generated with

TABLE III
RESULTS FOR RQ1 & RQ2 (OUT OF 100 GENERATED MRS)

MR1 MR2 MR3 MR4 Avg.
# of Improved MRs 100 100 46 2 62
# of MRs with > tp 94 100 40 11 61

higher number of tp cases, which indicate that the proposed

approach is effective at generating MRs that reflect the real

CPSoS operations.

The results for RQ3 is shown in Table IV, which shows

the comparisons of the proposed approach and the baseline

method of manually generating MRs. For all four initial MRs,

the generated MR achieved higher tp cases and score, while

decreasing tn cases. For MR1, the generated MR improved

the initial MR by 337.3% in the number of tp cases and

312.5% for scores, while decreasing the tn cases by 67.4%.

These quantities reveal that the proposed approach performs

well compared to the baseline method of manually generating

MRs.

Further analysis of the generated MRs is needed to gather

useful information about the MRs. The score of initial MR1 is

18.14%, which indicates that the MR1 property occurred less

than one-in-five cases in the real operation of the CPSoS. The

generated MR1 improves the score by 312.5% by modifying

the operator in the if proposition from > to <. This reveals

that the property initially defined and understood by the

domain expert was opposite of what actually happens in the

real operation. The engineers can gain understanding that the

environment rarely changes so quickly to converge to the

specified goal.

Generated MRs for MR2 and MR3 both revealed change

in the time component to improve the initial MRs. The initial

score of MR2 was 50.44%, indicating that the system observed

the effect of the system reaction of decrease in distance value

after one-tick delay only half the time. On the other hand,

when the distance value after 29-tick delay is compared, the

system observed the effect of the system reaction 74.88% of

the time, a 48.4% increase. Similarly, the system reaction

to the observation of color value in initial MR3 satisfied

the property 67.07% when the actuation of angle value was

compared after one-tick delay. However, the angle value after

12-tick delay achieved the score of 82.42%, indicating that

such delay need to be accounted for when evaluating the

system behavior. By utilizing the scores of generated MRs

with different time component, engineers may also find the

time distribution that best satisfies the necessary properties that

define the MRs, and thus account for temporal uncertainty that

may arise in a CPSoS operation.

Interestingly, the improvement made in MR4 is very slim

with 0.2% increase in score, which can be explained by the

fact that the initial MR captures the real operation well with

a score of 98.0%. This may also explain the analysis of RQ1

and RQ2 for MR4. The proposed approach only generated 2

MRs with improved score and 11 MRs with higher tp cases

for MR4, while the numbers of improved MRs and MRs with
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TABLE IV
RESULTS FOR RQ3

MR Description tp tn Score

MR1
Initial (v00 > c0, v10 < c0)

If color t+0 > color goal,
then color t+1 < color goal

765 3453 18.14

Generated (v00 < c0, v10 < c0)
If color t+0 < color goal,
then color t+1 < color goal

3345 337.3% 1126 -67.4% 74.82 312.5%

MR2
Initial (v02 > c1, v12 < v02)

If distance t+0 > distance goal,
then distance t+1 < distance t+0

4845 4759 50.44

Generated (v02 > c1, v292 < v02)
If distance t+0 > distance goal,
then distance t+29 < distance t+0

6155 27.0% 2065 -56.6% 74.88 48.4%

MR3
Initial (v00 > c0, v11 < v01)

If color t+0 > color goal,
then angle t+1 < angle t+0

2829 1389 67.07

Generated (v00 > c0, v121 < v01)
If color t+0 > color goal,
then angle t+12 < angle t+0

3273 15.7% 698 -49.7% 82.42 22.9%

MR4
Initial (v02 < v12 , v

0
3 < v13)

If distance t+0 < distance t+1,
then speed t+0 < speed t+1

2947 60 98.00

Generated (v02 < v12 , v
0
3 ≤ v13)

If distance t+0 < distance t+1,
then speed t+0 ≤ speed t+1

2954 0.2% 53 -11.7% 98.24 0.2%

higher tp cases were about 100 for initial MR1 and MR2. By

changing the operator on the then proposition in MR4 from <
to≤, MR4 is improved to achieve a score of 98.24%. However,

such improvement is trivial, and thus we can conclude that the

initial MR4 defined by the domain expert correctly captured

the CPSoS property.

Based on this case study on an autonomous robot vehicle,

we validated that our approach can reduce cost while generat-

ing effective MRs that capture realistic properties of CPSoS.

We believe that our novel framework of applying MT on

CPSoS will promote further research into MR generation and

MT on CPSoS. In addition, the proposed approach will allow

for various CPSoS engineering activities based on objective

field data, which includes the uncertain environment within

the testing boundary.

V. DISCUSSION

Sensitivity analysis of experiment parameters. GA relies on

parameters to guide the search in the search space. Depending

on the configurations, the generated MRs may differ. For ex-

ample, when the mutation rate is high, more new genetic mate-

rials are introduced to the population from random generation.

With higher diversity in the population, the search may lead

to varying MRs. The current approach only considered one

GA configuration. The generated MRs discussed in Table IV

show MRs from the initial seed population, indicated by a

modification of a single element to the initial MRs. Therefore,

sensitivity analysis of GA parameters may reveal other MRs

that investigate the relations outside the initial seed population.

In addition to the GA parameters, time penalty used to

evaluate the MRs may also be analyzed. In the proposed

approach, the time penalty is a step-wise function. Time

penalty is only applied when the maximum time difference

between the variables in an MR is outside the threshold.

Instead of using the step-wise function, the time penalty

may be modified to a linear function to penalize MRs with

greater time difference at a higher rate. Consequently, MRs

that capture immediate cause-and-effect relations are favored

to survive the evolutionary pressure. Therefore, analysis on

Fig. 7. MR1 Time Distribution vs Scores

the fitness function parameters may also reveal other MRs

that were not generated in this study.

Case studies on various CPSoS configurations to reveal rel-
evance to software regression testing The proposed approach

was evaluated in a case study of an autonomous robot vehicle

consisting of LKA and ACC systems. The user-configurable

parameters allow updates to the system by varying the system

behavior. Although we used FOT logs of one configuration,

it may also be interesting to investigate other configurations

supported by the robot vehicle. One MR generated from one

configuration may not apply well on a different configuration.

We expect that such differences in MR evaluations will reveal

the variations among different system versions.

Additional use case of our method to evaluate the quality
attribute of CPSoS. Our approach focused on generating MRs

given initial MR and field experiment data. The generated MRs

were then evaluated based on their scores to reveal whether

such property was satisfied or not, and to suggest more realistic

MR. In analyzing the evaluation result for RQ1, we found that

a series of time modifications on variables returned improved

scores. When we plotted the result based on the time tick

versus the scores as shown in Fig. 7, we observed that the

graph is periodic. Therefore, we expect that our approach
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can also be used to find a reliability distribution among the

generated MRs.

VI. THREATS TO VALIDITY

Specifying an initial MR and selecting the generated MRs

for analysis may introduce bias, and thus threaten our study.

To overcome this threat, authors derived the initial MRs based

on their respective understanding of the case study subject. In

addition, all of the generated MRs selected for analysis are

from a pool of MRs with improved scores compared to the

initial MR.

Our simplified case study on the automotive domain threat-

ens the generality of the evaluation results. However, we

utilized the experiment environment of a real physical CPSoS

with two subsystems (LKA and ACC systems) [18] using robot

vehicles. From this experiment, 50 FOT logs were used to

search for MRs in the evaluation and capture the uncertainties

innate to the physical experiment setting. In addition, this

paper proposes and utilizes the MR template that reshapes

the field experiment data as variables specified by indices and

time. In doing so, the proposed approach can be applied to

domains other than autonomous vehicles that generate data of

time-series nature.

The proposed approach employs GA, which presents

stochasticity. The stochastic nature of the underlying technique

used in this paper may challenge the validity of the generated

MRs. To overcome this threat, the proposed approach also

utilizes the initial MR defined by the engineer to direct the

starting point in the search space. In addition, the entire time

space is explored to evaluate the fitness score of each MR. Low

fitness scores can be assigned to MRs that detect system faults

when such faults occur only a few times during the operation.

Granular analysis of MR per time progression remains a future

work to identify such MRs that may reveal faults.

This paper focuses on MR generation and analyzes the

generated MRs, rather than applying MT on CPSoS to discover

real faults in the system. Possible application of the proposed

method in assistance of MT on CPSoS may stem from

investigating both the initial MR and generated MRs. The low

fitness score of initial MR may indicate 1) there is a fault in the

system, or 2) initial MR can be incorrect, thus challenging the

discovery of faults in the system. The first case assumes that

the initial MR is true, which is simply conducting MT on the

system. In the second case, generated MRs with higher scores

than the initial MR could indicate more accurate depiction of

the system behaviors, which is difficult to pinpoint due to the

varying results of CPSoS stemming from innate uncertainties.

For future, generated MRs and data logs may be used to

determine the pass or fail criteria of a CPSoS.

VII. RELATED WORK

Chua et al. [29] applied a top-down approach in defining

MRs to apply MT on SoS. They defined metamorphic relation

patterns and metamorphic relation input patterns [16], an ab-

straction of MRs, based on SoS dimensions, such as emergent

behavior and dynamic reconfiguration, defined by Nielsen et

al. [5]. However, they manually defined the MRs based on

SoS dimensions. In addition, their target system is on SoS, and

thus their approach is limited when analyzing the continuous

operation and uncertainties from the physical environment of

a CPSoS.

Lindvall et al. [14] generated models to apply MT on

autonomous drones. The models create test cases and explore

the SUT paths. They also identified MRs using the equivalence

properties when the input test case is geometrically trans-

formed. Their case study used autonomous drone simulation

and identified safety-critical corner cases, such as failing to

detect landing pads due to shadows. In addition, they record

the path of the drone generated from the continuous flight

from point A to point B. Although they applied MT on an

example case of a CPS, their MRs are manually identified by

the equivalence properties.

Ayerdi et al. [17] applied MT on an industrial case study

on elevator systems. They proposed a search-based method

to generate MRs by defining the initial metamorphic relation

input patterns. Although the elevator system is a CPS, the

continuous data generated from continuous operation of CPS is

not considered. In addition, there is no support for specifying

metamorphic relation input patterns for practitioners to test

using their own MRs.

The studies scrutinized here either considered SoS and

CPS as their SUT to generate MRs and apply MT. On

the other hand, our approach aims to generate MRs for

CPSoS with a focus in addressing uncertainties stemming

from CPSoS operation. In addition, the extensibility of the

proposed approaches and case studies is unclear as they all

required expert understanding of the SUT or the characteristics

of the SUT, such as the dimensions of SoS. Although our

approach is also initialized with the MR specified by the

engineers, we automatically search for better MRs, and thus

do not require expert knowledge or huge effort to generate

the initial MR. Lastly, the case studies conducted here utilized

simulations. In contrast, our case study was conducted on a

real physical implementation of an autonomous robot vehicle,

which implements two subsystems.

VIII. CONCLUSION

A CPSoS is characterized by uncertainties from its continu-

ous operation in a physical environment and emergent behav-

iors of constituent systems. These uncertainties challenge the

testing process to verify and improve the CPSoS, especially

when the correct behavior of a CPSoS in a given situation

is unknown, so-called oracle problem. To alleviate the oracle

problem, MT has been applied to reveal faults in various

systems. MT defines MRs from the relationships among mul-

tiple inputs and outputs of system execution and checks for

violations of the identified MRs. However, identifying MRs

requires domain knowledge and manual effort. In addition,

MR generation has not been scrutinized on CPSoS to the best

of our knowledge.

In this study, we proposed a GA-based method to generate

MRs of a CPSoS. To achieve this, we first proposed a novel
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framework for MT on CPSoS and compared it to MT on

traditional systems. We then proposed a data-driven template

of MR to specify initial MR and utilize field experiment data.

To generate MRs using GA, we provide the design of genetic

operators and a fitness function to guide the search. In a

case study on a real autonomous robot vehicle, we validated

our approach of generating MRs considering the continuous

operation and environment interactions of a CPSoS. The

experiment was conducted on four initial MRs defined, and

further analysis revealed that the proposed approach was able

to generate more realistic MRs that better capture the CPSoS

operation. Although our approach showed promising results,

further analysis on experiment parameters and case studies

on more CPSoSs is needed to validate the generality of the

proposed approach.
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